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Chief of the Naval Staff
Message on the Occasion
of Mangroves Plantation
Campaign - 2019

Mangroves Plantation Campaign is an
opportunity to strengthen our unique
relationship with nature. Mangrove forests
offer a promising habitat and breeding
ground for a large
variety of marine life;
including fish, crab, shrimp,
mollusk species, plants and other
organisms. As a national responsibility
and in line with the Government’s initiative
of ‘Clean and Green Pakistan’, Pakistan
Navy has been undertaking Mangroves
Plantation Campaigns since the last three
years. Pakistan Navy has till to date,
planted over four million mangroves along
the Coastal Belt of Sindh and Balochistan.
Global efforts to promote a “Greener
World“are weighed down by deforestation,
which is causing serious imbalance in the
natural environment. Similarly, Pakistan’s
Forests and Mangroves have also witnessed
decline at a disquieting rate during the last
two decades. Depleting Mangroves, not
only affect coastal biodiversity but also
the livelihood of our coastal communities.
It is therefore, imperative to forestall
deforestation through well conceived
policies
and
integrated
institutional

measures to encourage their sustainable
development.
Mangroves are known to be effective in
fending-off adverse effects of coastal
hazards spurred by the climate change.
Realizing its significance, Pakistan Navy
being a major stakeholder for the protection
of its sea shores has embarked on a major
initiative to revive Mangrove forests all
along the coast. I expect this Mangroves
Plantation Campaign as well to raise
awareness on the importance of mangroves
protection and improve the overall health
of Mangroves forests in the country.
On this occasion, let me reiterate Pakistan
Navy’s commitment to play its role in
preserving Mangrove forests and the
environment which is a blessing of Allah
SWT. I also take this opportunity to urge
government
departments,
industrial
community and individuals to join hands in
this undertaking for the benefit of marine
ecology and our coastal communities. Let
us strive together to make this Mangroves
Plantation Campaign a success and preserve
the nature for our future generations.
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TASK FORCE
Pakistan Navy took over the
command of Combined Maritime
Task Force 150 (CTF-150)
from Royal Canadian Navy at an
impressive change of command
ceremony held at Headquarters
US NAVCENT, Bahrain.
Commodore
Alveer
Ahmed
Noor
of
Pakistan
Navy
took over the command of
CTF-150 from Commodore Darren

Pakistan Navy Takes Over
Command of Multinational
Combined Maritime Task
Force-150
Garnier of Royal Canadian Navy.
The
change
of
command
ceremony
was
graced
by
Vice Admiral James J. Malloy,
Commander US Naval Forces
Central Command/ Commander
US Fifth Fleet/ Commander
Combined Maritime Forces. In
addition, the ceremony was
also attended by Commander of
the Canadian Joint Operations

Command, Commander of the
Royal Bahrain Naval Forces,
reps of Ambassador of Pakistan
to Bahrain and Ambassador of
Canada to Kuwait and other Senior
Officers from foreign navies.
While addressing the audience,
new
CCTF-150,
Commodore
Alveer Ahmed Noor assured
that his team is fully geared
up to shoulder this prestigious

OPERATIONAL
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responsibility. He also lauded the
outgoing Royal Canadian Navy
for their dedicated efforts to
achieve the set objectives during
their tenure of Command and
reaffirmed his resolve to carry
on with their good work in the
same spirit. He further highlighted
that relations between Pakistan
Navy
and
Coalition
Navies
are time tested and are being
continuously strengthened due
to our focused commitments
in
support
of
Collaborative
Maritime Security in the region.
Pakistan Navy has had the
distinction
of
commanding
CTF-150 for 10 different times
prior to present Command which
is a manifestation of the trust and
respect reposed in Pakistan Navy
by the coalition partners. Over the
years, while protecting Pakistan’s

maritime interests, Pakistan Navy
has been actively participating
in
international
coalition
operations to ensure peace and
maritime security in the region.
CTF-150 is one of the three Task
Forces operating within the ambit

of Combined Maritime Forces
(CMF). Its mission is to promote
maritime security in order to
counter terrorist acts and related
illegal activities perpetrated by the
terrorists’ networks. It is a multinational coalition for counterterrorism operations at sea in

support of Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF) with the mission
to promote maritime security at
sea; deter, deny and disrupt acts
of terrorism while countering
related illicit activities at sea.
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Impressive Fire Power Display by
Pakistan Navy in North Arabian Sea
In an impressive fire power
display, Live Weapon Firing
was conducted by Pakistan
Navy’s Fast Attack Craft (Missile),
in the North Arabian Sea. The
indigenously developed Cruise
Missile, has anti-ship missile and
Land Attack capability. Vice Admiral
Kaleem Shaukat, Vice Chief of the
Naval Staff witnessed the live
firing onboard Pakistan Navy Ship.
The missile accurately hit its target
on land signifying the impressive
capabilities of the indigenous
missile System. The successful
live weapon firing has once again
demonstrated the credible fire
power of Pakistan Navy and the
impeccable level of indigenization
in high tech weaponry achieved
by Pakistan’s defence industry.
This is a clear manifestation
of
Government’s
resolve
to
achieve self reliance in this field.

OPERATIONAL

Speaking on this occasion, Vice
Chief of the Naval Staff expressed
his utmost satisfaction on the
operational readiness of Pakistan
Navy Fleet and commended
the efforts of all those involved
in achieving this significant
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milestone
successfully.
He
emphasized the need to capitalize
on indigenous defence capabilities.
Vice Chief of the Naval Staff
also reaffirmed the resolve
of Pakistan Navy to ensure
seaward defence and safeguard

national maritime interests at all
costs. He also appreciated the
efforts made by our Engineers
and Researchers in making the
project a success.

VISIT
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Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi paid
an official visit to China. During
his visit, the Naval Chief called
on Minister of National Defence,
attended
International
Fleet
Review & High Level Symposium,
interacted with Heads of Foreign
Navies, and also visited ship
construction
yards
to
view
the progress on PN Platforms
projects.
During the meeting with Minister
of National Defence & State
Councilor, General Wei Fenghe,
matters related to maritime
security and bilateral cooperation
were discussed. Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi highlighted that
close relationships between the
peoples and the Armed Forces of
the two countries are time-tested
and based on mutual respect
and trust. The Naval Chief also
thanked the Minister for whole
hearted participation of PLA(Navy)
with Ships and Special Forces/
Marine Teams in Multinational

Naval Exercise AMAN-19 which
was hosted by Pakistan Navy at
Karachi. The Defence Minister
highly appreciated the successful
conduct of Exercise AMAN-19.
General Wei Fenghe termed
Pakistan as China’s all weather
strategic partner. On CPEC which
is a vital part of Belt & Road
Initiative, both sides expressed
their full confidence and termed
it as a project aimed at prosperity
and
economic
empowerment
of people of the region and
beyond. Both the dignitaries also
agreed on further enhancing
the bilateral cooperation in the
domains of military collaboration.
During the visit, the Naval Chief
also attended ‘International Fleet
Review’ which was held as a part
of 70th Anniversary celebrations
of founding of the PLA(Navy). The
multinational naval event, included
‘High Level Symposium’, military
band performances and cultural
and sports exchanges. The Naval
Chief also attended the ‘High Level

Symposium’ which comprised
international panel discussions
on topics related to maritime
domains.
The
Admiral
also
addressed the audience during
the symposium on the topic of
‘World Order Past and Present
– Reflections at Sea and Role of
Navies’. In the sidelines of the
Symposium, the Naval Chief also
had interactions with different
Heads
of
Foreign
Navies
including Djibouti, Iran, Japan,
Morocco and Poland. During the
discussions with the dignitaries,
matters of professional interest
and naval collaboration came
under discussion. The Naval
Chief
highlighted
Pakistan’s
commitment in the fight against
terrorism
including
Pakistan
Navy’s initiative of Regional
Maritime Security Patrols in
support of maritime security
in
the
region.
Commander
PLA(Navy), Vice Admiral Shen
Jinlong also hosted a reception
in the honour of Chief of the
Naval Staff where both the

VISIT
dignitaries discussed matters of
mutual interest and bilateral cooperation. The Naval Chief also
thanked his Chinese counterpart
for whole hearted participation
of PLA (Navy) in Multinational
Naval Exercise AMAN-19. Various
avenues of further enhancing
the interaction between both the
navies were also dilated upon.
Later, the Naval Chief visited
Hudong
Zhonghua
Shipyard
at Shanghai &, Shuang Liu
Construction
Base
at
Wuhan and met heads of
shipbuilding industry in China.
Upon arrival at Hudong Zhonghua
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Shipyard (HZS) and Shuang Liu
Construction Base, Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi was received
by Heads of the respective
construction yards. The Admiral
was given detailed briefings on
the facilities and construction
activities going on at the
construction yards. The Naval
Chief also visited various sections
of the HZ Shipyard and Shuang
Liu Construction Base where
he was briefed by the Mission
Commanders and Heads of
respective
construction
yards

about the progress on under
construction projects of PN
platforms.
The Admiral also had Calls On
with various heads of shipbuilding
industry
including
Chairman
China
Shipbuilding
Industrial
Corporation
(CSIC),
China
Shipbuilding Offshore International
Company
(CSOC),
Hudong
Zhoghua Shipyard (HZS) and
Shuang Liu Construction Base.
During the meetings, matters
pertaining to ongoing projects

were discussed and avenues
for further collaboration were
also explored. The Naval Chief
lauded
the
professionalism
and commendable work being
done by these organizations.
Current visit of Chief of the Naval
Staff would greatly augment the
bilateral cooperation between
both the countries in general
and Navies in particular.

VISIT

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Zafar
Mahmood
Abbasi
visited Nigeria. During the
visit, the Naval Chief called on
Nigeria’s Chief of Defence Staff,
Chief of Naval Staff and also
visited various Nigerian Naval
facilities including training units.
Upon his arrival at Naval
Headquarters in Abuja, the
Admiral was received by Chief of
the Naval Staff Nigerian Navy,
Vice Admiral Ibok-Ete Ekwe Ibas.
A ceremonial Guard of Honour
was also presented to the Naval
Chief at the occasion. During the
meeting, Admiral Zafar Mahmood
Abbasi dilated upon matters of
mutual interest and bilateral naval
collaboration. The Naval Chief
highlighted Pakistan Navy’s efforts
for ensuring maritime security
and peace in the region through
Regional Maritime Security Patrols
and participation in combined
maritime forces (CMF). Naval Chief
also thanked Vice Admiral IbokEte Ekwe Ibas for participation of
Nigerian Navy Delegation/ Special
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Forces Team in recently conducted
Multinational Maritime Exercise
AMAN-19 at Karachi. He also
underscored the importance of
further enhancing the interaction
between
both
the
navies
through port calls, bilateral naval
exercises and training exchange
programmes.

and highly appreciated the role
and contributions of Pakistan in
spearheading various initiatives
for maintaining peace and stability
in the region. Both the dignitaries
agreed on further enhancing the
collaboration between both the
countries in the fields of training
and other defence matters.

Chief of the Nigerian Navy
acknowledged the significance of
strong bilateral naval association
in diverse realms between both
the navies. He also highly
appreciated and acknowledged
Pakistan Navy’s efforts and
commitment
in
support
of
collaborative maritime security
and successful conduct of Exercise
AMAN-19.

The Naval Chief also visited
Nigerian Navy’s Western Naval
Command (WNC) and Nigerian
Navy Ship QUORRA where the
Naval
Chief
was
given
a
ceremonial Guard of Honour upon
his arrival. He also witnessed the
maritime surveillance system.
Later, the Admiral also visited
Naval Dockyard where he was
given
detailed
briefings
on
various aspects of the operational
activities
of
the
command.

Earlier, Admiral Zafar Mahmood
Abbasi also called on Nigeria’s
Chief of Defence Staff, General
Abayomi Gabriel Olonisakin. During
the meeting, professional matters
of mutual interest and bilateral
defence ties were pondered upon.
General Abayomi acknowledged

It is expected that the recent
visit of the Naval Chief will further
augment and expand defence
ties between the two countries
in
general
and
Armed
Forces
in
particular.

CONVOCATION
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AIDM Convocation Ceremony

The Convocation Ceremony for
Batch 2017 and Batch 2018 of
Altamash Institute of Dental
Medicine (AIDM) was held at
Karachi. Chief of the Naval Staff,
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
graced the occasion as Chief
Guest and conferred degrees
upon 144 graduates and awarded
medals to the position holders.
While addressing the audience,
Chief
of
the
Naval
Staff
congratulated the students and
their parents on their splendid
success and said that the
occasion of convocation is very
important for graduates as it
symbolizes successful completion
of their education and transition
into a career aimed at serving
the humanity. He advised the
graduates to be men and women
of sterling character, having a
positive attitude towards life
and sacrifice personal gains over
national interests.
While addressing the graduates,
the Chief Guest further said that
acquired worldly knowledge is to
be kept subservient to the Divine

knowledge and the combination of
the two shall give you wisdom. He
said that the distorted standards
should be replaced with ways
that are beneficial for society. He
expressed his satisfaction that
AIDM is engaged in the activities
of community dentistry.
Earlier
in
his
welcome
address, Prof Dr. Mohammad
Hasnain Sakrani, Principal AIDM
congratulated the graduates on
achieving this important milestone.
The Principal highlighted that
AIDM is successfully running the
postgraduate programs of FCPS
under College of Physicians &
Surgeons Pakistan (CPSP) and all
the training programs of AIDM
are recognized by Pakistan
Medical & Dental Council (PMDC).
He further highlighted that
Ph.D. programs are also being
undertaken
at
AIDM
in
collaboration with Karonlinska
Institute
Medical
University,
Sweden. He also stated that
the
universities
have
great
responsibility of producing quality
graduates who can contribute for
the good of the society. In the

same backdrop, AIDM is committed
to providing top of the line
graduates in dental medicine who
are able to leave their positive mark
in the society.
The ceremony was attended by
Vice Chancellor University of
Karachi, senior officials of the
education sector, Naval Officers
and parents of the graduating
doctors.

INDUCTION
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Barges

Induct ion ceremony of

Mar ine Debr is
Colle ct ion Barge s

Induction ceremony of Marine
Debris
Collection
Barges
(MDCBs) was held at Pakistan
Navy Dockyard, Karachi. Federal
Minister for Maritime Affairs,
Syed Ali Haider Zaidi graced
the occasion as Chief Guest.
Dignitaries
from
maritime
domain in both public and private
sectors attended the ceremony.
After the ceremony, practical
demonstration of harbour cleaning
through ‘Trash Collection in the
Hopper’ by the newly constructed
Marine
Debris
Collection

was

also

carried

out.

Upon arrival at Pakistan Navy
Dockyard,
Chief
Guest
was
received by Commander Logistics
Rear Admiral Adnan Khaliq. During
his address, the Chief Guest
underscored
the
importance
of neat and clean harbours/
environment
and
emphasized
the need to address the issue of
marine pollution on priority. The
Minister lauded Chief of the Naval
Staff’s vision to promote and
jump start ‘Blue Economy’. While
appreciating PN initiative towards
indigenization and self reliance,
Syed Ali Haider Zaidi ensured the
support of the Govt to promote
such initiatives in development
of
technology
to
overcome
grave issues of marine pollution.
In line with Prime Minister’s
vision of Clean & Green Pakistan,
PN has always endeavoured to
create awareness about marine
pollution and spearheaded various
initiatives.

This initiative of harnessing
contemporary
technology
by
indigenously designing as well as
manufacturing of Marine Debris
Collection Barges at PN Dockyard
is a testimony of Pakistan Navy’s
resolve for achieving pollution
free
harbours.
Induction
of
these state of the art Marine
Debris Collection Barges will
greatly augment the harbour
cleaning capability which was
previously undertaken through
manual/
conventional
means.
Initially,
three
Mechanized
Conveyor Belt Marine Debris
Collection
Barges
have
been
constructed
at
PN
Dockyard as a pilot project.
It is envisaged that other
stakeholders
of
Pakistan’s
maritime
sector
will
also
come
forward
and
emulate
this
effort
by
contributing
towards this noble cause of
achieving cleaner harbours with
enormous spin-offs for marine
sector.
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PNS SHAMSHEER
visits Bahrain and Oman
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DEPLOYMENTS
Pakistan Navy Ship SHAMSHEER
with embarked AL-43 helicopter,
visited Port Mina Salman of
Bahrain and Port Sultan Qaboos
of Oman as part of Overseas
Deployment
for
Regional
Maritime Security Patrol in North
Arabian Sea, Gulf of Oman and
Arabian Gulf area. Deployment
of PNS SHAMSHEER in North
Arabian Sea is primarily focused
on ensuring safety and security
of these waters for international
shipping
Upon arrival at Port Mina Salman
of Bahrain, the ship was given
a warm welcome by the Royal
Bahraini Naval Forces (RBNF)
and was received by the Naval
and
Air
Attaché,
Pakistan
& a large number of RBNF
officers including Senior Naval
Representative and Liaison Officer
for the Royal Bahraini Naval
Forces. The Commanding Officer
called on Commander RBNF
and Ambassador of Pakistan in
Bahrain. During the meeting with
Commander Royal Bahraini Naval
Forces, the Commanding Officer
conveyed sincere regards from
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi,
Chief of the Naval Staff to the
Bahraini Navy and the people of
Bahrain and highlighted that the
visit of PNS SHAMSHEER is a
manifestation of the multifaceted
long term collaboration that exists
between the two navies. During
the visit, the Commanding Officer
along with key staff officers,
also attended the Change of
Command Ceremony of Combined
Task Force 150 (CTF-150) which
was held at HQs US NAVCENT,
where Pakistan Navy took over
the Command of CTF-150 from
Royal Canadian Navy.
A reception was also held
onboard
PNS
SHAMSHEER.
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Commanding Officer along with key staff
officers, also attended the Change of Command
Ceremony of Combined Task Force 150
(CTF-150) which was held at HQs US NAVCENT,
where Pakistan Navy took over the Command of
CTF-150 from Royal Canadian Navy
PASSEX (Passage Exercise) was conducted
between PNS SHAMSHEER and RBNS AL
FAHDL(P-22) in the waters off Bahrain.
Subsequently, the ship resumed its role in
RMSP in the North Arabian Sea

Rear Admiral Yousaf Al Asam,
Commander Royal Bahraini Naval
Forces graced the occasion as
Chief Guest. The reception was
also attended by a large number of
guests including HE Mr Afzaal
Mehmood,
Ambassador
of
Pakistan in Bahrain, Rear Admiral
Douglas Beal Vice Commander
US NAVCENT/ USN 5TH Fleet,
Commanders
Combined
Task
Forces 150 & 151, Commanding
Officers HMS MONTROSE, HMS
BLYTH, HMAS BALLARAT and
several key appointment holders
from CMF including Senior Naval

Reps
from
Australia,
Brazil,
Canada, Djibouti, Egypt, Germany,
Iraq, Japan, Netherlands, Norway,
Philippines,
Singapore,
Spain,
Thailand, UK, US and Yemen.
During
his
speech,
the
Commanding
Officer
PNS
SHAMSHEER
apprised
that
Pakistan Navy, in line with the
Government of Pakistan’s policy,
has been a regular contributor
to the Combined Maritime Force
since 2004 and will continue to do
so in the interest of international
peace to ensure safety and security
of the international waters. He

DEPLOYMENTS
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also expressed best hopes for
further strengthening the bilateral
relations between the navies and
peoples of Pakistan and Bahrain.
In the last part of its visit, PASSEX
(Passage Exercise) was conducted
between PNS SHAMSHEER and
RBNS AL FAHDL(P-22) in the
waters off Bahrain.
Later, PNS SHAMSHEER visited
Port Sultan Qaboos at Muscat. The
ship was given a warm welcome
by the Royal Navy of Oman (RNO)
upon its arrival at the Port and
was also received by the Defence
Attaché of Pakistan & by RNO
personnel.
During the stay at Port Sultan
Qaboos, the Commanding Officer
called on Ambassador of Pakistan

in Oman and Commanding Officer
Said Bin Sultan Naval Base,
Wudam. During the meeting with
Commanding Officer Said Bin
Sultan Naval Base, Commanding
Officer
PNS
SHAMSHEER
conveyed sincere regards from
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi,
Chief of the Naval Staff to the
Omani Navy and the people of
Oman and highlighted that the
visit of PNS SHAMSHEER is a
manifestation of the multifaceted
long term collaboration that
exists between the two navies. A
reception was held onboard in
which Mr Salman Ather, Head of
Chancery graced the occasion as
Chief Guest. The reception was
also attended by Officers and men
from RNO and a large number
of guests. Later, the ship was

opened to the visitors during
which Officers & men from
Sultan’s Armed Forces and a
large number of civilians visited
the ship. In the last part of the
visit, PASSEX (Passage Exercise)
was conducted between PNS
SHAMSHEER and RNOV AL
NASEER in the Omani waters.
Subsequently, the ship resumed its
role in RMSP in the North Arabian
Sea. The ship will also be operating
under the direct support of
Pakistan
led
Multinational
Combined
Task
Force
150
(CTF-150).
The visit by PNS SHAMSHEER will
further enhance Pakistan Navy’s
bilateral relations with Royal
Bahraini Naval Forces & Royal Navy
of Oman in diverse avenues.

INAUGURATION
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Inauguration of First Pakistan Navy Cyber
Security Operation Center at South

PN
has
accumulated
considerable cyber space
consisting of Communication
and Information Technology
(C&IT) infrastructure including
Data
Centers
and
PN
wide
Data
Network.
Multiple Software Applications
Information Systems ranging
from
Web
Portal
to
OAS
are
available
to
PN users in this cyber space.
A large volume of PN Data is
being processed, stored and
also travels across PN cyber
space. Considering today’s
Cyber
threats,
it
is
extremely
important
to
monitor and safeguard PN
cyber space. To achieve the
said goal, PN embarked

upon
establishing
PN
Cyber
Security
Operation
Centers (CySOC) at North,
South and West.
In this regard, inauguration
ceremony of first PN Cyber
Security
Operation
Centre
at South was held. Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbas, Chief
of the Naval Staff graced the
occasion as Chief Guest. GM
CySOC briefed the Chief Guest
on functionality and tools
installed at CySOC. Later the
Chief
Guest
visited
the
CySOC. Large number of
dignitaries from PN and
sister services attended the
ceremony.
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National Institute of Maritime
Affairs (NIMA) under the auspices
of Pakistan Navy organized
one-day seminar on the theme
“Potential of Maritime Tourism
Development in Pakistan” at
Pakistan
Maritime
Museum,
Karachi. The seminar, first of its
kind on maritime tourism, was
aimed at creating awareness
among the masses by bringing
together maritime stakeholders,
academician and experts from
tourism industry.
Former Director General National
Center
for
Maritime
Policy
Research, Vice Admiral (Retd) Asaf
Humayun graced the occasion as
Chief Guest.
While addressing
the audience, the Chief Guest
emphasized the importance of
Blue
Economy
and
the
development of Maritime Sector
as key to Pakistan’s economic
development. He underscored
that
the
development
of
maritime tourism also serves as
a vehicle to promote Blue
Economy of the country.

Director General National Institute
of Maritime Affairs (NIMA), Vice
Admiral (Retd) Khawar Ali Shah
in his keynote address, while
highlighting
the
importance
of Maritime sector said that
Pakistan cannot prosper unless
due importance is accorded to
the maritime sector. He further
emphasized
on
the
revival
and uplift of fishing sector.
During conduct of the seminar,
eminent speakers form relevant
fields including Mr Kamran Nasir
CEO JS Global Bank, Mr Azeem
Qureshi Corporate Director Sales
Avari International Hotels, Mr Ata
ur Rehman President Sustainable
Tourism Foundation, Mr Kamran
Head of Corporate & IR from
Skillston, Ms Naghmana Zafar
Researcher Blue Economy, Mr
Shahmir
Ahsanullah
Manager
Gwadar Gymkhana, and Mr
Asif Bhatti President Native
Islander Fisherman Association
discussed various challenges and
opportunities of Maritime tourism
in Pakistan. Maritime tourism

plays an important role in the
economic development of any
nation with great potential for
innovation and growth. The
development of Maritime tourism
sector is also in line with UN
Sustainable Development Goals
and vision of Chief of the
Naval Staff. At present, the
infrastructure of coastal tourism
in Pakistan is almost non-existent
and there is a dire need to invest
and adopt capacity building
measures. Increasing awareness
and
knowledge
among
the
decision-makers as well as the
public, is the order of the day.
This
seminar
will
help
in
understanding the needs of all
stakeholders by bringing out an
implementation strategy for the
sector and will consequently
generate
empowerment
for
the youth of coastal areas.
The Seminar was attended by a
large number of dignitaries from
maritime sector, academia, media
representatives and researchers
from local think tanks.

SEMINAR
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Speakers of Maritime Tourism Seminar

SEMINAR
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Seminar on Blue Economy

by UMT in Collaboration with PN War College
University
of
Management
& Technology (UMT) Lahore
in collaboration with PN War
College held a seminar on Blue
Economy at UMT. Minister of
Maritime Affairs, Mr Ali Haider Zaidi
was the Chief Guest. The seminar
was arranged as part of the “8th
Invention to Innovation Summit”
held on 2nd and 3rd April 2019
at Punjab University which was
visited by at least 5000 students
from various universities. Two
stalls by Pakistan Navy were
the center of attraction where
different naval equipment and
small arms were displayed.
During
the
seminar
the
distinguished speakers highlighted
the enormous potential of Blue
Economy to turn around the
economy of Pakistan particularly

when seen in the perspective
of CPEC. Minister of Maritime
Affairs spoke very candidly on the
subject. He said that ports of a
country are the engines of growth
of the overall economy play a
pivotal role in the infrastructure
development of port cities. He
particularly cited the example
of New York City Port Authority
which was instrumental in the
development of New York City to
the extent that the Twin Towers
of the World Trade Center were
also the property of New York
City Port Authority. He remarked
that we have to learn from
these remarkable examples to
strengthen our ports and make
them independent movers &
hub of the economic activity in
the country. He lauded UMT and
PN War College for arranging the

seminar on Blue Economy at Lahore
to sensitize the academia on a
subject of vital national importance.
He particularly mentioned the
proactive role of Chief of the Naval
Staff in promoting the concept
of Blue Economy at the highest
forums.
Cdre (R) Naveed Ahmed highlighted
that the meeting between Chief
of the Naval Staff and the Late Dr
Hasan Murad gave the impetus
to UMT to take initiatives for
enhancing maritime awareness
amongst
the
students
and
academia at Lahore. He informed
that UMT in collaboration with PN
War College will also arrange an
International Conference on Blue
economy at the end of 2019.

VISIT
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Federal Minister of Education
Visits Pakistan Navy Cadet
College Ormara and Darmaan Jah
Federal Minister of Education
and Professional Training Mr
Shafqat
Mahmood
visited
Pakistan Navy Cadet College
Ormara, Naval Hospital Darmaan
Jah and Jinnah Naval Base, Ormara.
Upon arrival at Pakistan Navy
Cadet College Ormara (PNCCO),
the dignitary was received by
Cdre Masood Ul Hassan, Principal
PNCCO, The honorable Minister

was briefed about the available
facilities,
training
schemes
and
remarkable
academic
achievements of PNCCO. In
addition, he was also apprised
about the role of Pakistan Navy
in
establishing
educational
institutions and socio-economic
uplift of the Baloch populace
along the coast.
Later, the Honorable guest also

visited Pakistan Navy hospital,
DARMAAN JAH where locals are
provided free medical facilities.
The dignitary also visited Jinnah
Naval Base, Ormara.
The Federal Minister lauded
the commendable work being
undertaken by Pakistan Navy for
effectively contributing in the
noble cause of nation building in
Balochistan coastal areas.

ENVIRONMENTAL
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In line with the Government
of Pakistan’s vision of ‘Clean
and Green Pakistan’, Pakistan
Navy in collaboration with Dow
University of Health Sciences
(DUHS) conducted’ Tree Plantation
and Beach Cleaning Activity’ at
Manora Island. Commodore Vaqar
Muhammad graced the occasion as
Chief Guest.
During his address, the Chief
Guest highlighted the adverse
effects of climate change caused
by pollution and underscored
the importance of clean and
green environment in mitigating
harmful effects. While highlighting
Pakistan Navy’s efforts regarding
protection of Coastal as well as
Marine ecosystems in the country,

he lauded DOW university of
Health Sciences for joining hands
with Pakistan Navy in this noble
causes. He further said that this
activity is being conducted with
the expectation that it would
help in educating the masses
about the importance of trees
in our ecosystem and creating
awareness about clean beaches.
The Chief Guest inaugurated the
activity by planting a sapling.
During the activity, the participants
planted more than 1500 different
types of plants. Later, during the
Beach Cleaning part, participants
collected garbage & used plastic
articles/ trash from the beach.
Pakistan Navy, besides its role of
safeguarding maritime frontiers,

pledges its full support in
environmental sustainability and
conducts beach/ harbour cleaning
and tree/mangroves plantations
campaigns ranging from Margalla
hills in the North to the coastline
in the South, on regular basis.
Today’s beach cleaning and tree
plantation
activity
is
a
continuation of Pakistan Navy’s
resolve for making the country’s
landscape teeming with green
cover and oceans shimmering with
clean blue waters.
A large number of Pakistan Navy
officers, men alongwith Faculty
members & students of Dow
University of Health Sciences
participated in the Campaign.

